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Dear Oliver Cocks,

Thank you very much for your review and accepted our manuscript. I edited the manuscript follow your technical comments. However, there are two comments that could be misunderstanding when reviewing.

- For comment 4. The author Le Van Tan, abbreviated name is LVT, has been listed in main text (page 1, line 7). He was also added in the authors list when I submitted the manuscript. He received the email from you to confirm the authorship as attached mail in below. His email address is: tanvl@oucru.org. It could be a misunderstanding because the Vietnamese name order is different from Western country. “Le” is family name, Van is middle name, and 'Tan" is given name.

From: em.infd.0.61e901.6957b699@editorialmanager.com[em.infd.0.61e901.6957b699@editorialmanager.com] on behalf of BMC Infectious Diseases Editorial Office [em@editorialmanager.com]
Sent: Friday, March 15, 2019 8:30 PM

To: Tan Le Van

Subject: Notification to co-authors of submission to BMC Infectious Diseases INFD-D-19-00492
You are being carbon copied ("cc:'d") on an e-mail "To" "Lam Phung Khanh" lampk@oucru.org

CC: "Lam Phung Khanh" lampk@oucru.org, "Truong Huu Khanh" truonghuukhanh@gmail.com, "Trieu Trung Huynh" huynhtrieu82@gmail.com, "Giang Thanh Pham" chuotchui1007@yahoo.com, "Bich Ngòc Nguyen" drngocbich@yahoo.com.vn, "Quyen Thanh Tran" bstranhanhquyen@gmail.com, "Vuong Ngoc Thien Huynh" vuonghuynhvn@yahoo.com, "Tien Thi My Nguyen" ntmytienmdc@yahoo.com, "Thoa Phan Kim le" thoalephan@gmail.com, "Nhan Thanh Le" drnhanbvnhidong1@yahoo.com.vn, "Saraswathy Sabanathan" saras.whitehorn@googlemail.com, "Rogier Van Doorn" rvandoorn@oucru.org, "Tan Van Le" tanlv@oucru.org, "Toan Duc Nguyen" toannd@oucru.org, "Laura Merson" laura.merson@ndm.ox.ac.uk, "Dung Thi Phuong Nguyen" dungntp@oucru.org, "Ronald Geskus" rgeskus@oucru.org, "Hung Thanh Nguyen" drthanhhung@gmail.com, "Chau Van Vinh Nguyen" chaunvv@bvbnd.vn, "Bridget Wills" bwills@oucru.org

-For comment 5: Nhan Nguyen Le Thanh in Western order name or Le Nguyen Thanh Nhan in Vietnamese order name was mentioned as LNTH in Author’s contribution (page 21, line 3). This could be the same misunderstanding as in comment 4.

Therefore, please review again and accept my explanation. If you need any further information, please let me know. Thank you very much.

Best wishes,

Dr Phan Tu Qui